Abstract. We show that the recent result of Castañeda and Wu about the ramification filtration in certain p-extensions of function fields of prime characteristic p is equally valid over local fields of mixed characteristic (0, p). Apart from being applicable to both equicharacteristic and mixed characteristic cases, our method has the advantage of being purely local, purely conceptual, more natural, and much shorter.
Il faut le faire.
-Samuel Eilenberg 1. Introduction. -Let p be a prime number and K a local field with perfect residue field of characteristic p. Let G be a p-group which has the property that every subgroup of G is the intersection of the family of indexp subgroups of G containing it, and let L be a totally ramified G-extension of K. When K has characteristic p, Castañeda and Wu [2, Theorem 4.4] have recently established a relationship between the possible exponents of the differents of intermediate extensions L|E|K which have degree p over K and the lower ramification breaks of L|K. We show that the same relationship holds even when K has characteristic 0, and it is more easily derived by using the ramification filtration in the upper numbering and Herbrand's theorem. We also remark that the hypothesis on the group G forces it to be commutative of exponent p.
P be the maximal quotient of G which is commutative of exponent p and let N be the kernel of the projection G → P ; we have to show that N is trivial, for which it is enough to show that N ⊂ H for every index-p subgroup H ⊂ G, as we have seen. Recall that every index-p subgroup in a p-group is normal. As G/H is commutative of exponent p, there is a unique morphism P → G/H such that the projection G → G/H factors as G → P → G/H (by the maximality of P), and hence N ⊂ H. Therefore N is trivial, G = P, and the lemma is proved.
3. The upper ramification breaks. -It follows that G-extensions L|K for which the group G satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1 are the same as abelian extensions of exponent p. We next determine the upper ramification breaks of such extensions in terms of the degree-p extensions of K contained in L, necessarily cyclic over K. Proof : We will use the compatibility of the ramification filtration in the upper numbering (G u ) u∈R on G = Gal(L|K) with the passage to the quotient (Herbrand's theorem [6, Chapter IV, Proposition 14]).
Explicitly, denoting by G u+ the union of G u+ε (ε > 0), if there is an intermediate extension L|E|K which is (cyclic) of degree p over K, and if the unique ramification break of E|K occurs at t (necessarily an integer), then C t = C and C t+ = {1}, where C = Gal(E|K). But by Herbrand's theorem, C t = G t and C t+ = G t+ , where H denotes the image in C of a subgroup H ⊂ G under the projection G → C. Hence G t+ = G t , and an upper ramification break occurs for L|K at t. (The hypothesis that G be an F p -space has not been used yet.)
For the converse, suppose that an upper ramification break occurs at t for L|K, so that
Herbrand's theorem we have C t = G t = C because G t ⊂ H, and C t+ = G t+ = {1} because G t+ ⊂ H, so the unique ramification break for L H |K occurs at t (which therefore has to be an integer). This completes the proof. Remark 3.4. The special case of Proposition 3.1 when K is a finite extension of Q p can be found in the recent preprint of Capuano and Del Corso [1, Proposition 7] . Incidentally, [4] and [5] derive the results of [1] without using class field theory and also treat the equicharacteristic case. So let L|K be a totally ramified abelian extension of exponent p, and assume that the degree [L : K] is finite, so that the filtration in the lower numbering is defined on G = Gal(L|K). Let
be the exponents of the differents of E|K, for the various degree-p extensions E of K in L. We have to compute the lower ramification breaks of L|K in terms of these d i and the indices (G t : G t+ ) for the various upper ramification breaks t of L|K.
We have seen in Remark 3.5 that the unique ramification breaks of intermediate extensions L|E|K which are cyclic and of degree p over K occur precisely at t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t n , where d i = (1 + t i )(p − 1) for every i ∈ [1, n]. Note that t 1 > 0 because
